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Refined Turing machine space complexity classes are defined by limiting all three of 
the resources space, worktape alphabet size, and number of worktape heads. Containment 
relations among the classes are proved and used to convert a few basic noncontainment 
relations to noncontainment relations of four more homogeneous types: "less space" (con- 
ventional classes), "fewer worktape symbols," one fewer worktape symbol," and "fewer 
worktape heads." Noncontainment results for both nondeterrninistic and deterministic 
classes of both binary and unary languages are obtained. One corollary is a unary language 
hierarchy theorem for two-way multihead finite automata. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The usual Turing machine space complexity classes are obtained by limiting available 
space to functions of the input length, still allowing arbitrarily large finite worktape 
alphabets. It is well known, however, that enlarging the worktape alphabet of a Tur ing 
machine is equivalent to multiplying the available work space by constant factors [25]. 
Similarly, each additional worktape head within space S is equivalent to additional space 
proportional to log S. In this paper we study the relationships among the complexity 
classes obtained by limiting all three resources--space, worktape alphabet size, and 
number of worktape heads. The more refined diagonalization, cardinality, and padding 
arguments which can be used to separate (i.e., distinguish among) these classes are 
presented in [23]. The refined containment relations proved in Section 3 below can be 
used to convert he results of those arguments (Appendix II) to various other separation 
results. We summarize the most natural ones in Section 4. The four respective types of 
results we choose to summarize concern separation because of less work space (allowing 
the other parameters to vary, as in the conventional results of [6, 10, 12, 15, 25]), because 
of fewer worktape symbols, because of just one fewer worktape symbol, and because of 
fewer worktape heads. Each result has nondeterministic and deterministic versions with 
respect o languages over a two-letter (binary) alphabet and slightly weaker nondeter- 
ministic and deterministic versions with respect o languages over a one-letter (unary) 
alphabet. As a corollary of these refined results, we get a hierarchy theorem for two-way 
multihead finite automata, even with respect o languages over just a one-letter alphabet. 
* This paper is adapted from the author's Ph.D. dissertation [21] written at M.I.T. Project 
MAC under the supervision of Professor Albert R. Meyer. Most of the work was conducted at 
Project MAC and supported by the National Science Foundation under Research Grant GJ-34671. 
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2. DEFINITIONS 
Our Turing machine model, which we call an off-line TM, has a read-only input tape 
and a single read-write worktape. The input string is received between special endmarkers 
on the input tape and is read by a single read-only input head, which is allowed to move 
freely between the endmarkers. The initially blank worktape is infinite to the right only. 
We allow any fixed finite number of freely moving, but initially left-adjusted, read-write 
heads on the worktape. The worktape heads can detect both each other and the left end 
of the worktape, and they are never equired to write conflicting symbols on a single tape 
square or to shift left past the left end of the worktape. An off-line TM with m ~> 2 
symbols in its worktape alphabet (counting the blank symbol, which may be used without 
restriction even in overwrite instructions) and { >~ 1 worktape heads is called an (m, Y)- 
machine or sometimes just an m-machine. Any of these automata is deterministic if its 
transition rules prescribe no more than one legal transition in each situation. An off-line 
T1V[ can act as an acceptor by halting in some designated accepting state and with a blank 
worktape at tile end of some computations. We assume the reader is familiar with how 
concepts uch as these can be formalized. A good single reference for formal definitions 
relating to Turing machines is [13]. 
DEFINITION. Let M be any off-line TM aceeptor. M accepts the string x E 27*, 
where 27* is the set of all finite strings of symbols from 27, if there is some accepting 
computation by M on input x. M accepts the language L(M) = {x I M accepts tring x}. 
For x EL(M), SpaceM(x) is the minimum number of distinct worktape squares visited 
by the worktape heads of M in an accepting computation by M on x; for x 6L(M) ,  
SpaceM(x ) = oo by convention. For S: N -+ N, where N is the set of nonnegafive 
integers, define 
Ls(M ) = {x I Spacem(x) ~ S(I x 1)}, 
where I x ] denotes the length of the string x. We say M accepts within space S i fL(M) = 
Ls( M ). Define 
NSPACE(S, m, Y) = {L i L = L(M)  = Ls(M ) for some (m, #)-machine M}, 
NSPACE(S, m) = I,J {NSPACE(S, m, [) I [ >/1}, 
NSPACE(S) = U {NSPACE(S, m, [) ] m ~> 2, [ >7 1}, 
DSPACE(S, m, #) = {L I L = L(M) =~ Ls(M) for some deterministic 
(m, #)-machine M}, 
DSPACE(S, m) = 0 {DSPACE(S, m, #) I # >/1}, 
DSPACE(S) = (J {DSPACE(S, m, () I m >~ 2, # >~ 1}. 
It is well known that the NSPACE(S) ,  DSPACE(S) complexity classes are generally 
insensitive to machine model design variations. The NSPACE(S, m, #), DSPACE(S, m, E) 
complexity classes, on the other hand, are sensitive to machine model design (see 
Appendix I). Except for fine detail, however, most of our proofs and results are quite 
insensitive to machine model design variations. 
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For g: N--+ R +, where R + is the set of positive real numbers, we use the notations 
O(g) = {f] lira sup (f(n)/g(n)) < oo}, 
o(g) --- {f] lim sup (f(n)/g(n)) <~ 0}. 
n-~oo 
When the precise specification of a function is not relevant, we allow an imprecise 
specification. Thus, the bases for the logarithms in such assertions as logf~ O(logg) 
and log f c o(log g) need not be specified. 
3. CONTAINMENT RELATIONS 
In this section we present all the containment relations we know of among the com- 
plexity classes defined in Section 2. The trivial relations are that no language is removed 
from a complexity class by allowing nondeterminism, additional space, additional worktape 
symbols, or additional worktape heads. 
Only slightly less trivial is the use of the finite-state control to save space. 
PROVOSmON 1. I f  S2(n) - -  Sl(n) e O(1), then 
NSPACE(S2, m, ~)C_C_ NSPACE(S1, m, ~), 
DSPACE(S2, m, ~) C DSPACE(S~, m, d). 
It  follows, for example, that the complexity class DSPACE(n'log2tog2n , 2, 1) is not 
affected by how we round the logarithms or how we define the space bound for n < 2. 
For convenience, therefore, we allow such an imprecise specification of a space bound 
when the precise specification is not relevant. 
The basic relationship that DSPACE(S2)_CDSPACE(S1) whenever S~eO(S1) 
appears in [25]. It allows us to speak of DSPACE(log n) without specifying the base for 
the logarithm, for example. Our next proposition generalizes this relationship. 
PROPOSITION 2. If S(n) ~ ~ 9 S'(n) for some fixed rational 3 ~ log~m', then 
NSPACE(S, m, d)_C NSPACE(S', m', d), 
DSPACE(S, m, f) _C DSPACE(S', m', f). 
Proof. Say 3 = i/j for positive integers i, j. I f  3 ~ log,nm', then m i ~ re's; so we can 
encode the contents of i m-symbol-resolution worktape squares in j m'-symbol-resolution 
worktape squares. | 
Additional worktape heads sometimes can satisfy an apparent need9 for additional 
worktape symbols. Our technical reason for allowing several worktape heads is that 
additional worktape heads amount o much less additional space than additional symbols 
do. Proposition 2 establishes the close relationship between worktape symbols and a 
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linear multiple of worktape space, and our next two propositions establish the close 
relationship between worktape heads and the logarithm of worktape space. 
PROPOSITION 3. For every e > 0, 
NSPACE(S, m, d + k) _C NSPACE(S + (k -5 1 + E) - log,~S, m, E), 
DSPACE(S, m, d + k) C DSPACE(S + (k + 1 + E) 9 log,~S, m, #). 
Proof. Let M be an (m, { -c- k)-machine that accepts within space S(n). Without loss 
of generality, assume the worktape heads of M never cross. We wish to design an (m, {)- 
machine M '  that simulates M within space S(n) @ (k + 1 + e) 9 logm S(n). 
The leftmost ' --  1 heads of M can be simulated by v p --  1 heads of M' .  The position 
of each of the remaining k @ 1 heads of M can be stored by M '  as the m-ary representation 
of that position, padded out with high-order zeros to a minimal uniform nondecreasing 
length. I f  these h -5 1 strings are properly delimited by k + 2 delimiting marks, the 
remaining head of M '  can carry them around and access them to simulate all of the 
rightmost k -b 1 heads of M. (Because the very rightmost head of M is simulated in the 
latter manner, the list of m-ary representations requires more space only when that 
particular head leaves the already-used work space. This enables afe allocation of k ~- 1 
additional worktape squares in such art event.) Since only finitely many delimiting marks 
are required, a single extra bit inserted every j symbols of the list can be used in con- 
junction with finite-state memory to locate the marks. Each of these bits is set to t if and 
only if at least one of the k -5 2 delimiting marks should be located on one of the next j
worktape squares. Since j and h are fixed, the precise locations of the delimiting marks 
relative to the bits that are set to 1 can be maintained by finite-state memory. The list 
itself accounts for an extra space requirement of (k -5 1) 9 logm S(n), and the additional 
requirement for delimiters can be kept to an arbitrarily small fraction of that by choosingj 
large enough. 
Clearly, M '  is deterministic if M is. | 
PROPOSITION 4. 
NSPACE(S + h - logmS, m, f) _C NSPACE(S, m, ~ + k + 3), 
DSPACE(S + k 9 logmS, m, () C DSPACE(S, m, d -5 k -5 3). 
Proof. Let M be an (m, E)-machine that accepts within space S(n) -5 k 9 log~ S(n). 
We wish to design an (m, E + k -5 3)-machine M '  that simulates M within space S(n). 
I f  S happens to be easy to compute, then M '  can start by stationing head A at worktape 
square S(n) and head B at worktape square S(n) --  log~ S(n). 
s(n) 
logm S(n) 
head B head A 
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The worktape of M is conceptually parsed into an initial segment of length S(n) -- 
logm S(n) and k + 1 "pages," each of length logm S(n). The initial segment will always 
reside in the first S(n) -- logm S(n) worktape squares of M'. One page at a time can 
reside in the worktape squares of M '  delimited by heads B and A. Each page not residing 
there can be stored as a worktape head position, the page being the m-ary representation 
of the position. 
In its simulation, M'  tries to use E of its worktape heads to behave like M. A record 
of the current location of each page (resident or stored as some head position) and the 
page currently scanned by each head of M is maintained in the finite-state control of M'.  
When the heads of M scan different pages or move from page to page, "paging" is 
required. None of the f simulating heads are moved from their proper locations, but 
the one free head is used (with some counter-management help from head B) to store 
away the page that is currently resident. The required page is then loaded (again with 
help from head B), leaving the head that stored it free. 
To perform the simulation for arbitrary S, M '  can try positioning heads A and B, 
respectively, at positions and s--log,n S for S = 1, 2, 3,... successively. Each time the 
simulated machine M attempts to overflow space s + k 9 log,~ s, M '  reinitiates the entire 
simulation with the next value of s. 
Clearly, M'  is deterministic f M is. I 
Remark. The simulation technique used in the proof of Proposition 6below (Section 6) 
can be adapted to save a head in Proposition 4 when f = 1. 
Our final basic containment relationship is the well-known result of [20]. 
PROPOSITION 5. If log n E O(S(n)), then NSPACE(S) _C DSPACE(S2). 
4. A SUMMARY OF DERIVED SEPARATION RESULTS 
The results summarized and proved in this and the next section are organized into 
sixteen theorems, numbered X- i -Y ,  where i~{1, 2, 3, 4}, X~{B,  U}, YE{N,  D}. The 
numbering encodes the aim of each theorem as follows: 
i= l :  
i=2:  
i - -3 :  
i = 4: 
separation because of less workspace, allowing the other parameters to 
vary (conventional results); 
separation because of fewer worktape symbols; 
separation because of just one fewer worktape symbol; 
separation because of fewer worktape heads. 
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X -- B: languages over a binary alphabet; 
X = U:  languages over a unary alphabet. 
Y = N:  separation below an NSPACE class; 
Y D: separation below a DSPACE class. 
It is assumed in the statement of every theorem in this section that So is an unbounded 
"fully constructable" space bound. 
DEFINITION. A function S: N--+ N is fully constructable if there is a deterministic 
off-line TM acceptor 21//with L(M) ~ {1}*, Spacem(1 n) = S(n). (see [21, 22]). 
Other assumptions on space bounds, such as monotonicity, are not implicit. 
THEORE.~ B-1-N. There is a language L C_ {0, 1}* which satisfies 
(1) L ~ NSPACE(SO), 
(2) L q~ NSPACE(S) if either So(n ) c O(log n) -- O(S(n)), So(n ) ~ O(S(n)2), 
S(n + 1) e o(&(n)), or S(n + 1) e O(So(n)) C~ o(so(n + 1)). 
THEOREM B-2-N. For each m, there is a language L C_ {0, 1}* which satisfies 
(1) L ENSPACE(So), 
(2) L r NSPACE(SO, m) if either So(n ) ~ o(log n) or both SO(n + 1) E O(SO(n)) and 
1 ~ o(so(n)). 
THEOREM B-3-N. For each sufficiently large m, there is a language L C {0, 1}* which 
satisfies 
(1) LeNSPACE(SO,m + 1, 1), 
(2) L r NSPACE(SO, m) if SO(n + 1) -- So(n) E o(So(n)). 
THEOREM B-4-N. For each sufficiently large m and each f, there is a language L C {0, 1}* 
which satisfies 
(1) L eNSPACE(SO, m), 
(2) L 6 NSPACE(So, m, d) if SO(n + 1) -- So(n ) ~ O(log So(n)) and 1 E o(so(n)). 
THEOREM B-1-D. There is a language L C_ {0, 1}* which satisfies 
(1) L c DSPACE(SO), 
(2) L 6 DSPACE(S) if So(n ) 60(S(n)), 
(3) L 6 NSPACE(S) i f  either So(n ) ~ O(log n) -- O(S(n)) or So(n ) (~ O(S(n)2). 
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THEOREM B-2-D. For each m, there is a language L _C{0, 1}* which satisfies 
(I) L cDSPACE(So), 
(2) L 6 DSPACE(So, m), 
(3) L ~ NSPACE(So, m) if So(n ) ~_ o(log n). 
TJaEOREM B-3-D. For each sufficiently large m, there is a language L C_ {0, 1}* which 
satisfies 
(I) LcDSPACE(S o, m q- I, I), 
(2) L r DSPACE(S0, m) if either So(n ) ~ o(log n) orSo(n + 1) -- So(n ) ~ O(So(n)). 
THEOREM B-4-D. For each sufficiently large m and each {, there is a language L C {0, 1}* 
which satisfies 
(I) L ~DSPACE(S 0, m), 
(2) L r DSPACE(So, m, d) if either So(n ) ~ o(log n) or both So(n + l) - -  So(n ) e 
O(log So(n)) and 1 ~ o(So(n)). 
In the statement of every theorem from this point to the end of this section, it is assumed 
that f: N -+ N is any fixed nondecreasing "linear space honest" function belonging to 
O(n) - o(1). 
DEFINITION. A function f: N--+ N is linear space honest if {1~01~k) ] k e N} ~ DSPACE 
(log n). (The computation of f in radix notation can be performed in linear space.) 
We observe in [22] that the polynomially bounded linear space honest functions are 
precisely the unary functions of Grzegorczyk's class g2 [8, 19]. 
THEOREM 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
U-1-N. There are languages L 1 , Lz, L3 C_ {1}* which satisfy 
L, ,  L2, L3 ~ NSPACE(So), 
L, 6 NSPACE(S) if S(n 2) + (log n) ~ ~ O(So(n)), 
L2 6 NSPACE(S) if S is fully constructable and So(n ) r O(S(n) 2 + (tog n)~), 
L3 6 NSPACE(S) if S(n + f(n)) ~ o(So(n)). 
T~r~OREM U-2-N. For each m, there is a language L C_ {I}* which satisfies 
(I) L ENSPACE(So), 
(2) L • NSPACE(S0, m) if So(n + f(n)) e O(So(n)) and 1 ~ o(So(n)). 
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THEOREM U-3-N. For each sufficiently large m, there is a language L C_ {1}* which 
satisfies 
(1) L ~ NSPACE(So, m + l, 1), 
(2) L r NSPACE(So, m) if either both So(2n ) -- So(n ) e o(So(n)) and 1 c o(so(n)) 
or both So(n + f(n)) --  So(n ) e o(so(n)) and log n e o(So(n)). 
THEOREM U-4-N. For each sufficiently large m and each f, there is a language L C_ {1}* 
which satisfies 
(1) L ~ NSPACE(So, m), 
(2) L ~ NSPACE(So, m, d) if  either both So(2n ) -- So(n ) ~ O(log So(n)) and 
1 E o(so(n) -- log2n ) or SO(n + f(n)) --  So(n), log n 60(log So(n)). 
THEOREM 
(1) 51 
(2) n 1 
(3) L~ 
(4) L2 
(5) L~ 
U-1-D. There are languages L1, L 2 C { 1}* which satisfy 
, L 2 e DSPACE(So) ,
6 DSPACE(S) i f  S(n) e o(So(n)), 
r NSPACE(S) if S(n) 2 + (log n) ~ e o(so(n)), 
DSPACE(S) if S is fully constructable and So(n ) 60(S(n)) ,  
6 NSPACE(S) i f  S is fully constructable and So(n ) ~ O(S(n) ~ + (log n)2). 
THEOREM U-2-D. For each m, there is a language L _C{1}* which satisfies 
(1) L eDSPACE(So) , 
(2) L ~ DSPACE(So, m). 
THEOREM U-3-D. For each sufficiently large m, there is a language L C(I}* which 
satisfies 
(1) L~DSPACE(So ,  m+ l, 1), 
(2) L 6 DSPACE(So, m) i f  either both SO(2n) -- So(n ) e o(So(n)) and 1 ~ o(So(n)) 
or both So(n + f(n)) --  So(n ) ~ o(so(n)) and log n ~ o(so(n)). 
THEOREM U-4-D. For each sufficiently large m and each E, there is a language L C {1}* 
which satisfies 
(1) L ~ DSPACE(So, m), 
(2) L r DSPACE(SO, m, {) if either both SO(2n) -- So(n ) ~ O(log So(n)) and 
1 ~ o(So(n ) -- log2n ) or SO(n + f(n)) --  So(n), log n e O(log So(n)). 
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If S O is fully constructable by an m-machine, then m is sufficiently large for Theorems 
B-3-N, B-4-N, B-3-D, B-4-D, U-4-N, U-4-D; if log n E o(So(n)) in addition, then m is 
sufficiently large for Theorems U-3-N,  U-3-D, too. It follows by [21] or [22], therefore, 
that m = 2 is sufficiently large for all the theorems of this section if log n ~ O(So(n)) 
and S o is linear space honest. 
]~XAMPLES. 
by 
Let log*n be the very slowly growing linear space honest function defined 
log*n ==rain kl22"" )n  . 
k 
(U-l-N) Ibarra [15] has shown 
NSPACE((log n) r) C NSPACE((Iog n)*) for I ~ r < s, 
NSPACE(n r) C NSPACE(n 0 for 0 < r < s, 
NSPACE(2 *n) C NSPACE(2 *n) for 0 < r < s. 
In fact, the set differences 
NSPACE((log n)0 -- NSPACE((log n)~/log*n) 
for each rational s > 1 ( f (n)  = n), 
NSPACE(n 0 -- NSPACE(nS/log*n) 
for each positive rational s ( f  (n) = n), 
NSPACE(2 ~) -- NSPACE(2*"/ log*n) 
for each positive rational s ( f (n)  = log*log*n) 
all contain languages over {1}. (This gives unary two-way nondeterministic nonerasing 
stack automata l nguages which are not context-sensitive [7, 11], and it gives hierarchies 
of unary languages accepted by multihead two-way nondeterministic nonerasing stack 
automata and multihead two-way nondeterministic checking stack automata [14].) 
(B-l-D) DSPACE(log n) -- NSPACE((log n)/log*n) :# ~.  
(U-2-N, U-2-D) Feldman and Owings [4] have observed that DSPACE(n, m)C 
DSPACE(n), leaving open NSPACE(n, m) C NSPACE(n). In fact both 
DSPACE(n) -- DSPACE(n, m), 
NSPACE(n) -- NSPACE(n, m) 
contain languages over {1}. (This gives hierarchies of unary context-sensitive languages.) 
(B-2-N) NSPACE(2 ~, m) C NSPACE(2~). 
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(U-3-N,  U-3-D) Ibarra [17] has recently refined some instances of earlier versions 
of Theorem B-2-N [24] and Theorem B-2-D to get 
NSPACE(n *, m, 1) C NSPACE(n',  m + 1, 1), 
DSPACE(n  r, m, 1)C DSPACE(n ~, m + 1, 1) 
for each positive integer r and each re. In fact both 
NSPACE(n ~, m + 1, 1) - -  NSPACE(n ' ,  m), 
DSPACE(n ~, m + 1, l) - -  DSPACE(n *, m) 
contain languages over {t} for each positive rational r and each m ( f (n)  = ni/2). More 
extreme applications give languages over {1} in 
NSPACE(log2n, m + 1, 1) - -  NSPACE(logon, m) 
for each sufficiently large re, 
NSPACE(2~/l~ m + 1, 1) - -  NSPACE(2 n/l~ m) 
for each m ( f (n)  = log*log*n). 
(U-4-N) The following set differences contain languages over {1} for each re, f: 
NSPACE(2 - logan, re) - -  NSPACE(2 - log2n , re, ~), 
NSP ACE(  (log2n)(log21og2n ), re) - -  NSP  ACE(  (log2n)(log21og2n ), m, E), 
NSPACE(n ", m) - -  NSPACE(n ~, m, [) for each positive rational r ~< 1 ( f (n)  = log2n), 
NSPACE((n " log2n)/log*n, re) - -  NSPACE((n " log~n)/log*n, m, E) ( f (n)  = log*n). 
(B-4-N) For each m, f, 
NSPACE((log2n) 2, m, {) C NSPACE((Iog2n) 2, m), 
NSPACE(n 9 log2n, m, g) C NSPACE(n 9 logan, ra). 
For a last example, let r ~> 2 and re ~ 2 be integers, and let a be a positive rational 
number. Ibarra and Sahni [18] have recently shown that 
NSPACE(an ' ,  re, 1) C NSPACE(bn  r, m, 1), 
DSPACE(an ' ,  m, 1) C DSPACE(bn ~, an, I) 
for each b > a. In fact, it follows by Theorems 7, 7 D (with f (n )  = (1~(2at)) 9 log*n) 
and Proposition 3 that both 
NSPACE(an  ~ -}- n *-1 9 log*n, rn, 1) - -  NSPACE(an  ~, re, 1), 
DSPACE(an  r q- n ~-1 9 log*n, re, 1) - -  DSPACE(an' ,  m, 1) 
contain languages over {I}. 
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5. PROOFS OF THE SUMMARIZED RESULTS 
These proofs make extensive use of the basic separation resuks of [23], so we have 
listed those results in Appendix II.  
Proof of Theorem B- 1-D. Take m so large that S O is fully construetable by an (m, 1)- 
machine. By Theorems 1, 2, there are languages L 0 , L 1 _C {0, 1}* which satisfy 
(1) L o e DSPACE(SO(n + 1), m, 2) _C DSPACE(SO(n + 1)), 
(2) Lo6NSPACE(S(n + 1), m, 1) if 
min{so(n) - -  2"  S(n), logmn - -  logmlog~n - -  2" S(n)} • O(1), 
(3) L~ e DSPACE(SO(n + 1), m, 3) C DSPACE(SO(n + I)), 
(4) L~ ~ DSPACE(S(n q- 1), m, 1) if 
So(n ) -- 2" S(n) -- logmS(n) --  logmn ql O(1). 
By (2), 
L o e NSPACE(S(n + 1)) 
L 0 E NSPACE(k 9 S(n + 1), m, 1) for some k 
~> min{S0(n ) - -  2k-  S(n), log~,n - -  logmlog.~n - -  2k" S(n)} E O(1) 
min{So(n), log n} E O(S(n)). 
By (4), 
L~ e DSPACE(S(n + 1)) 
=~ L1 e DSPACE(k 9 S(n + 1), m, 1) for some k 
So(n) - -  2k-  S(n) - -  logm(k 9 S(n)) -- logmn a O(1) 
So(n ) e O(S(n) -Jr- log n). 
Also, by Proposition 5 and the preceding fact, 
L 1 e NSPACE(S(n + 1)) _C NSPACE(S(n + 1) + log n) 
L 1 ~ DSPACE(S(n + 1) 2 + (log n) 2) 
So(n ) e O(S(n) 2 + (log n)2). 
Therefore, the language L = {0x [ x eL0} u {Ix [ x eL1} satisfies 
(l) 
(2) 
(3) 
(logn)2). 
L e DSPACE(SO), 
L 6 DSPACE(S) if So(n ) 60(S(n) + log n), 
L r NSPACE(S) if either min{S0(n), log n} 60(S(n))  or So(n ) 60(S(n)  ~ --]- 
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It is easy to verify that 
(I) 
(2) 
By (2), 
So(n) 60(S(n)) ~ SO(n) ~ O(S(n) + log n) 
v min{so(n), log n} 60(S(n)),  
SO(n) r O(S(n) ~) ~ SO(n) (~ O(S(n) 2 @ (log n)*) 
v min{so(n), log n} q~ O(S(n)), 
So(n ) e O(log n) -- O(S(n)) ~ min{So(n), log n} q~ O(S(n)). I 
Proof of Theorem B-1-N. Take m so large that So is fully constructable by an (m, 1)- 
machine. By Corollary 6.1, there is a language Loo C {0, 1}* which satisfies 
Lo. ~ NSPACE(So(n + 2), m, 4) C NSPACE(SO(n -t- 2)), 
Loo (~ NSPACE(S(n + 2), m, 3) if 1 e o(so(n) -- S(n + 1)). 
Loo ~ NSPACE(S(n + 2)) 
Loo e NSPACE(k 9 S(n + 2), m, 3) for some k 
1 ~ o(so(n) -- k" ,~(n + I)) 
S(n @ 1)(~o(So(n)). 
Similarly, there is a language L'oo _C {0, 1}* which satisfies 
(1) Loo e NSPACE(So(n + 4)), 
(2) L'oo r NSPACE(S(n q- 3)) if S(n) e o(So(n)). 
By the technique of [15] we show below that either Lot = {OOxlx~Loo } or Lot = 
{Ox I x e L;o } satisfies 
(1) Lo, eNSPACE(&(n  + 2)), 
(2) Lol 6 NSPACE(S(n + 2)) if S(n + 1) e O(SO(n)) n o(so(n + 1)). 
Finally, by Theorem B-l-D, there is a language Llo C {0, 1}* which satisfies 
(1) Lxo e DSPACE(SO(n + 2)) _C NSPACE(So(n + 2)), 
(2) L~o r NSPACE(S(n + 2)) if either So(n ) e O(log n)--O(S(n)) or So(n ) 60(S(n)=)  9 
Therefore the language 
L = {OOx I x eLoo } u {Olx I x eLol } k) {lOx [ x eLlo} 
satisfies the theorem. 
It remains to show that either {OOx ] x eLoo } or {Ox E x eL;o } can serve as Lot above. 
By choice of L~o, the following do hold: 
(1) {00x ] x EL;o } e NSPACE(SO(n + 2)), 
(2) {0x l x eLoo } 6 NSPACE(S(n + 2)) if S(n + 1) e O(SO(n)) n o(so(n + 1)). 
57x/I4/X-8 
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I f  {00x I x e Loo } cannot serve as Lol , therefore, it must belong to NSPACE(S(n  + 2)) 
for some space bound S satisfying S(n -1- 1) ~ O(So(n)) n o(So(n + 1)). But then 
{0x t x ~Loo } 6 NSPACE(S(n  -1- 3)) _C NSPACE(SO(n + 2)), so that {0x I x eL;o } can 
serve asL01. | 
Proof of Theorem U- I -D.  Take m so large that S o is fully constructable by an (m, l)- 
machine and so large that So(n ) - - logan/> So(n)/2 if 1 ~ o(So(n)). (By [21] or [22], 
1 e o(So(n)) implies log n e O(So(n)). ) By Theorems 3, 5 (with f (n)  = n/2), there are 
languages L1, L 2 C {1}* which satisfy 
(I) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
SO(n)/2 - -  4 -  S(n) - -  4 - log~S(n) r O(1). 
L I c DSPACE(SO, m, 3) _C DSPACE(SO), 
L t r DSPACE(S, m, 1) if i ~ o(so(n) - -  2" S(n) - -  logmS(n) -- log,,n), 
L 2 e DSPACE(So, m, 6) _C DSPACE(SO), 
L 2 ~ DSPACE(S, m, 1) if S is fully constructable by an (m, 1)-machine and 
By (4), 
L 1 c DSPACE(S) 
L 1 e DSPACE(k 9 S, m, 1) for some k 
1 (~ O(So(n) - -  2k"  S(n) - -  logm(k 9 S(n)) - -  logmn) 
1 r o(So(n)/2 - -  2k"  S(n) - -  log~(k 9 S(n))) 
s(n) r o(&(@. 
Since S(n) e o(•(n)) certainly implies I ~ o(So(n)), therefore, L1 • DSPACE(S) if S(n) e 
o(So(n)). Also, by Proposition 5 and this fact, 
L 1 e NSPACE(S) _C NSPACE(S(n) -1- log n) 
L1 E DSPACE(S(n) 2+ (log n) ~) 
s(n)~ + (log n)~ r O(So(n)). 
S fully constructable and L 2 6 DSPACE(S) 
=> k - S is fully constructable by an (m, 1)-machine and 
La E DSPACE(k 9 S, m, 1) for some k 
=~ So(n)/2 --  4k-  S(n) --  4 9 logm(k 9 S(n)) E 0(1) 
s0(n) e o(s(n)). 
By Proposition 5, therefore, 
L2 ~ NSPACE(S) C_ NSPACE(S(n)  -+ log n) and S fully constructable 
=>- L 2 ~ DSPACE(S(n)  ~ + (log n) 2) and S(n) 2 @ (log n) 2 fully constructable 
So(n ) ~ O( S(n) 2 -[- (log n)2). II 
By (2), if 1 ~ o(So(n)), then 
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Proof of Theorem U-1-N. Take L 1 , L 2 as in Theorem U-1-D. Next, take m so large 
that S o is fully constructable by an (m, 1)-machine. Take k so large that k 'So(n  )
c I 9 logan q- 5 9 log,,n if !og n ~ O(So(n)) , where c f is the constant referred to in the 
statement of Theorem 7. The condition k 9 So(n ) --  S(n + f(n)) ~> 4 9 log,~n certainly 
implies log n ~ O(SO(n)); so, by Theorem 7, there is a language L 3 C {1}* which satisfies 
(1) L 3 ~ NSPACE(k 9 So, m, 4) C NSPACE(So), 
(2) Ls 6 NSPACE(S, m, l) if k" So(n ) -- S(n +f (n ) )  ~ 4 9 log,~n. 
By (2), if 1 c o(so(n)) (so that log n ~ O(SO(n)) by [21] or [22]), 
La c NSPACE(S) 
L 3 e NSPACE(k'  " S, m, 1) for some k' 
k" SO(n) -- k ' '  S(n q-f(n)) ~ 4 - logan for infinitely many n 
s(n + f(n)) r o(so(n)). 
Since S(n + f(n)) ~ o(So(n)) certainly implies 1 ~ o(so(n)), therefore, L a q~ NSPACE(S)  
if S(n + f(n)) 9 o(so(n)). | 
Proof of Theorem B-2-D. Without loss of generality, assume m is so large that S O is 
fully constructable by an (m + 1, 1)-machine and so large that So(n  ) - -  logm+ln r O(1) 
if So(n ) r o(log n). By Theorems 1, 2, there are languages L t ,  L z C {0, 1}* which satisfy 
(1) Lt ~DSPACE(3 .  SO, m + 1, 2)_C DSPACE(S0) ,
(2) L1 r NSPACE(SO, m + 1, 1) _D NSPACE(SO, m) D_ DSPACE(SO, m) if 
rain{so(n), log,,+,n --  log,~+tlog,~+~n -- 2- So(n)} r O(1), 
(3) L z ~ DSPACE(4 9 SO, m + l, 3) C DSPACE(SO), 
(4) L2 6 DSPACE(SO, m + 1, 1) D DSPACE(SO, m) if 
2" So(n ) -- logm+~so(n) --  logm+ln r O(1). 
I f  S0(n ) ~ o(log n), then 
min{so(n), log~+~n --  log,,+atog,,+~n --  2" S0(n)} 9 O(1) ~ So(n ) ~ O(l). 
By assumption, however, SO(n) does not belong to O(1), so L, q~ NSPACE(SO, m)~_ 
DSPACEr m) if SO(n) e o(log n). Since 
SO(n) ~} o(log n) ~ SO(n) -- log~+~n r O(1) 
2"  S0(n ) - -  logm+lSo(rt) - -  logm+ln r O(1), 
L2 ~ DSPACE(SO, m) is So(n) r o(log n). Therefore, we can take L = L 1 if SO(n) 
o(log n), L = L= if So(n ) (~ o(log n). | 
Proof of Theorem B-2-N. Without loss of generality, assume m is so large that S O is 
fully constructable by an (m q- l, 1)-machine, Take k so large that SO(n q- 1) ~ k 9 SO(n) 
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if SO(n + 1) ~ O(SO(n)). By Corollary 6.1, there is a language L t C {0, 1}* which satisfies 
(1) L 1 ~ NSPACE((k + 1)" S o , m + 1, 4) C NSPACE(SO), 
(2) L~ 6 NSPACE(SO, m + 1, 3) ~_ NSPACE(SO, m) if 
Since 
1 ao((k + 1)- So(n ) -- SO(n + 1)). 
SO(', + 1) c O(SO(n)) ~ (k + 1). SO(,,) - SO(', + 1) > So(',), 
L 1 • NSPACE(So,  m) if SO(n q- 1) e O(So(n)) and t ~ O(So(n)). Therefore, we can take L 
as in Theorem B-2-D if So(n) ~ o(log n), L = L1 otherwise. | 
Proof of Theorem U-2-D. Without loss of generality, assume m is so large that S o 
is fully constructable by an (m q- l, 1)-machine. By Theorem 5 (withf(n) = n/2), there 
is a language L C {1}* which satisfies 
(1) L c DSPACE(10 9 So, m + l, 6) _C DSPACE(SO), 
(2) L r DSPACE(SO, m + I, 1) D DSPACE(SO, m) if 
So(', ) - -  4 9 log,~+lso(n ) 6 O(1). 
By assumption SO(n) ~ O(1), so we do have SO(n) --  4" logm+,so(n) ~O(1). | 
Proof of Theorem U-2-N. Without loss of generality, assume m is so large that S O 
is fully constructable by an (m + 1, 1)-machine. Take k so large that SO(n +f (n) )  
k-  SO(n) if SO(n + f(n)) e O(SO(n)) and so large that k -  SO(n) • c," log2n + 4" log~+in 
if log ", c O(SO(',)), where c s is the constant referred to in the statement of Theorem 7. 
The condition 2k- SO(n) - -  S(n + f(n)) ~ 4" log~+tn certainly implies log n e O(SO(n)); 
so, by Theorem 7, there is a language L _C {1}* which satisfies 
(1) L c NSPACE(2k 9 So, m + 1, 4) _C NSPACE(SO), 
(2) L r NSPACE(So,  m + 1, 1) D NSPACE(SO, m) if 
Since 
and 
2k . So(n ) -- SO(n + f(n)) /> 4 - log,,+~n. 
SO(n q-f(n)) a O(SO(n)) ~ k . So(n ) -- SO(n + f(n)) > 0 
1 e o(so(n)) ~ log n e O(SO(n)) (by [21] or [22]) 
k 9 SO(n) • 4 9 log~+ln , 
it follows that L ~ NSPACE(SO, m) if SO(n + f(n)) a O(SO(n)) and 1 a o(so(n)). | 
Proof of Theorem B-3-N. Take m~ g' so large that S o is fully constructable by an 
(m, g')-machine. Take rational numbers 31,82 r with 1 < 31 < 82 < 33 < logm(m -{- 1). 
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Then 3 2 9 S O is fully constructable by an (m, E)-machine, and 
NSPACE(~ 2 9 So, m, 1 -+- k) C NSPACE(32 9 S o -~- (k + 2)" log~ So, m, l) 
_C NSPACE(33 9 So, m, 1) 
_C NSPACE(So,  m + 1, 1), 
NSPACE(So, m) = U NSPACE(So, m, 1 + k) 
k 
_C U NSPACE(So + (k + 2)-  log,~ S o , m, 1) 
C NSPACE(~ 1 9 So, m, 1) 
by the basic containment results of Section 3. By Corollary 6.1, there is a language 
L _C {0, 1}* which satisfies 
(1) L c NSPACE(~2 " S o , m, f + 3) _C NSPACE(So,  m + l, t), 
(2) L q~ NSPACE(81 9 S O , m, { + 2) D NSPACE(So,  m) if 
1 ~ o(~" So(n ) -- 81 " So(n + 1)). 
Suppose So(n + l) --  So(n ) ~ o(So(n)). By assumption, So(n ) does not belong to O(1). 
From these facts and the fact that S o is integer-valued, it follows that 1 e o(So(n)). From 
So(n + 1) -- So(n ) ~ o(So(n)) and 1 ~ o(So(n)), it follows that 1 ~ o(32 9 So(n ) -- 
81 9 So(n + 1)). Therefore, L 6 NSPACE(So,  m) if So(n + 1) --  So(n ) E o(So(n)). I 
Proof of Theorem B-3-D. Take m, d, 81 , 82 as in the preceding proof. By Corollary 
6.1D and an argument similar to the preceding one, there is a language L t C {0, 1}* 
which satisfies 
(1) L 1 c DSPACE(So, m + 1, I), 
(2) L1 6 DSPACE(S0, m) if So(n + 1) - -  So(n ) E o(So(n)). 
By Theorem I, there is also a language L 2 C {0, 1}* which satisfies 
(1) Lz ~ DSPACE(Sz 9 So, m, E + 2) _C DSPACE(S0, m + l, 1), 
(2) L2 6 DSPACE(81 " So, m, d) ~_ DSPACE(S0, m) if 
min{(82 -- 81)" So(n), log,,n --  (f + 1)" logJog~n -- 81 9 So(n)} r O(1). 
If So(n) e o(log n), then 
min{(8 z --  31) 9 So(n), log,~n -- (d + l) 9 log,~logmn -- 81 9 S0(n)} E O(1) -~ So(n ) E O(1). 
By assumption, however, So(n ) does not belong to O(1), so L 2 6 DSPACE(So, m) if 
So(n ) ~ o(log n). Therefore, we can take L = L z if So(n ) e o(log n), L = L 1 otherwise. | 
Proof of Theorem U-3-N. In the case that log n E o(So(n)) , take m so large that S o 
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is fully constructable by an m-machine. Take d so large that So is fully constructable by 
an (m, f)-machine. As in the proof of Theorem B-3-N, take rational numbers 81, 82 
with 1 < 81 -< 82 < logm(m + 1). By Theorem 7, there is a language L C {1}* which 
satisfies 
(1) L c NSPACE(8 2 9 So, m, d + 3) C NSPACE(SO, m + 1, 1), 
(2) L 6 NSPACE(81 9 So, m, f) D_ NSPACE(So,  m) if 
82 9 So(n) - -  81 9 So(n + f (n))  /> 4 9 logmn. 
I f  So(n + f (n))  --  So(n) ~ o(So(n)), then 
82 " SO(n) --  81 9 So(n + f (n) )  = (82 -- 81)" So(/'/) - -  81 " (8o(n 2 V f (n))  --  SO(n)) 
89 "(a2 -- 81) "So(n) 
for all but finitely many n. Therefore, L r NSPACE(So,  m) if SO(n + f (n) ) - -So(n ) E 
o(so(n)) and log n ~ O(So(n)). 
In the remaining case that log n ~ o(so(n)), fix k so large that So is fully constructable 
by a (k, 1)-machine and so large that 1 ~ o(k" So(n ) --  log2n ) if I c o(so(n)). (By [21] or [22], 
I t o(So(n)) implies log n c O(SO(n)).) Take m so large that m >/M c. Take rational 
numbers 8o, 81 , 82 , 8 a with 
k~<logkm<8 o<81<32<8 a-<logk(m+l ) .  
Then 
NSPACE(8 2 9 S O , k, 3) C 
C 
C 
NSPACE(8 2 9 S O + 4 9 loge So, k, 1) 
NSPACE(8 s 9 So, k, 1) 
NSPACE(SO,m + 1, l), 
NSPACE(So,  m) = (.j NSPACE(SO, m, ~) 
= U NSPACE(So + (E + 1)- log,, So, m, 1) 
C NSPACE((81/8o). So,  m, 1) 
_C NSPACE(81 9 So,  k, 2) 
by the basic containment results of Section 3. By Theorem 8, therefore, there is a language 
L C {1}* which satisfies 
(1) L c NSPACE(82 9 S o , k, 3) _CC NSPACE(SO, m + 1, 1), 
(2) L ~ NSPACE(31 9 So, k, 2) ~ NSPACE(SO, m) if 
1 ~ o(32 9 So(n) - -  8, -  SO(2n)) c~ o(so(n)). 
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!f  So(2n ) - -  So(n ) e o(So(n)), then 
~2" So(n) -- 8~ 9 So(2n ) = (8 2 - -  ~1) "So(n) - -  3x 9 (So(2n) - -  So(n)) 
~> 89 -(~ - ~1) -So(n)  
for all but  finitely many n. Therefore, L @ NSPACE(So ,  m) if So(2n ) - -  So(n ) e o(So(n)) 
and 1 EO(So(n)). I! 
Proof of Theorem U-3-D.  Similar to the proof of Theorem U-3-N.  | 
Proof of Theorem B-4-N. Take m, d so large that S O is fully constructable by an 
(m, ~)-machine. Take k so large that 
So(n + 1) - -  So(n ) ~ (k - -  89 9 logmS0(n ) 
if So(n + 1) - -  So(n ) ~ O( log  So(n)). Except for a few small values of So,  
0 ~< S o - -  ((S o - -  k 9 log~So) + k 9 logm(S 0 - -  k 9 logmSo) ) 
- -  k 9 logmS o - -  k - log,~(S 0 - -  k 9 logmSo) 
k 9 log~S o - -  k 9 log~(So/m ) 
By Propositions 1 and 4, therefore, 
NSPACE(S0 ,  m, f) = NSPACE( (S  o - -  k .  logmSo) + k 9 log,~(S o - -  k - logmS0), m, ~) 
_C NSPACE(S  0 - -  k 9 log~S0, m, E + k + 3). 
By Corollary 6.1, there is a language L C {0, 1}* which satisfies 
(1) L ~ NSPACE(So ,  m, f + k -[- 4) _C NSPACE(So ,  m), 
(2) L ~ NSPACE(S  o - -  k .  logmS0, m, d-I- k + 3) D NSPACE(So ,  m, Y) if 
i ~ O(So(n ) -- So(n Jr 1) + k" logmSo(n + I)). 
Suppose So(n + 1) - -  So(n ) ~ O(log So(n)) and 1 e o(So(n)). Note that 
n - -  k 9 logmn ~< (n + 1) - -  k 9 log,~(n + 1) 
for all sufficiently large n. Because 1 E o(So(n)), therefore, the following holds for all 
sufficiently large n: 
So(n ) <~ So(n q- 1) ~ So(n ) -- k 9 log~So(n ) ~< So(n + 1) - -  k 9 IogmSo(n + 1). 
By choice of k, therefore, the following holds for all sufficiently large n: 
(So(n + 1) - -  k -  logm So(n -[- 1)) - -  (So(n) - -  k . logm So(n)) 
tSo(n + 1) -  So(n) if So(n) So(n + 1), ~< 
~o if So(n ) > So(n ~- 1), 
~< (k - -  89 log~ So(n). 
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But then 
So(n ) -- So(n + l) + k " logmSo(n + 1) >/ 89 9 logmSo(n ) 
for all sufficiently large n, and 
1 EO(So(n ) -- So(n -}- l) + k 9 logmSo(n -[- l)) 
since 1 c o(So(n)). Therefore, L q~ NSPACE(So,  m, d) if So(n + 1) - -  So(n ) ~ O(log So(n)) 
and 1 ~ o(So(n)). ! 
Proof of Theorem B-4-D. Take m, s as in the preceding proof. By Corollary 6.1D 
and an argument similar to the preceding one, there is a language L 1 C {0, 1}* which 
satisfies 
(1) L 1 e DSPACE(S o , m), 
(2) L 1 • DSPACE(S o , m, d) if 
So(n + I) - -  So(n ) ~ O(log So(n)) and 1 E O(So(n)). 
By Theorem 1, there is also a language L 2 C (0, 1}* which satisfies 
(1) L 2 ~ DSPACE(S o , m, d + 6) __C DSPACE(So, m), 
(2) Lz r DSPACE(S o --  log,,So, m, d + 4) 3 DSPACE(So, m, d) if 
min{log,oSo(n), log,~n - -  (d + 5) 9 logmlog~n - -  So(n ) + logmS0(n)} r O(1). 
I f  So(n ) ~ o(log n), then 
min{logmSo(n), log,~n --  (d + 5) 9 Iogmlogmn --  So(n ) + log,~So(n)) E O(1) <:~ So(n ) E O(1). 
By assumption, however, So(n ) does not belong to O(1), so L 2 ~ DSPACE(S0, m, d) if 
So(n ) ~ o(log n). Therefore, we can take L = L~ if So(n ) E o(log n), L = L 1 otherwise. II 
Proof of Theorem U-4-N. Take m, E so large that S o is fully constructable by an 
(m, d)-machine. Take k >/1 so large that 
So(2n ) - -  So(n ) ~ (k - -  89 - log,,~So(n ) 
if So(2n ) --  So(n ) ~ O(log So(n)) and so large that 
So(n + f(n)) -- So(n ) + 4 9 logmn ~< k 9 log.So(n ) 
if So(n +f (n ) ) -  So(n ), log n e O(log So(n)). As in the proof of Theorem B-4-N, 
NSPACE(S o , m, E) _C NSPACE(S o -- k" log,,So, m, be q- k + 3). 
By Theorems 8, 7, there are languages L I ,  L z C__ {1}* which satisfy 
(1) Ll e NSPACE(S o , m, d+ k + 4) C_ NSPACE(So , m), 
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(2) L 1 r NSPACE(S o --  k 9 log,,S o , m, E + k + 3) =--2_ NSPACE(So,  m, {) if 
1 ~ o(s#)  - sd2~) + k.  l og~&(2n) )  n o(So(n) - logan), 
(3) L~ ~ NSPACE(S o , m, # + k + 6) C NSPACE(So, m), 
(4) L2 r NSPACE(S0 --  k .  log,~S0, m, # + k + 3) ~_ NSPACE(So, m, f) if 
So(n ) -- So(n + f(n)) + k 9 log~,S0(n -}-f(n)) ~ 4 9 logmn 
and 
log n ~ O(log So(n)) ~ O(So(n)). 
As in the proof of Theorem B-4-N, 
(So(2n) - -  k -  log~ S~(2n)) - -  (So(n) -- k .  log~ So(n)) 
fSo(2n)--  So(n) if So(** ) ~ So(2n ), 
4 (o if so(~) > &(>0, 
< (k - -  89 9 log,~ S0(n), 
s0(,,) - so(2~) + k .  log,. so(2n) > -~" ~og,~ so(,) 
for all sufficiently large n if So(2n ) --  So(n ) ~ O(log So(n)); so L1 6 NSPACE(S0,  m, d) if 
S0(2n) - -  So(n ) ~ O(log So(n)) and ] ~ o(So(n ) -- logzn ). Similarly, 
(So(n + f(n)) -- k -log,, So(n + f(n))) -- (So(n) -- k . tog,,~ S (n)) 
tSo(n + f(n)) -- So(n ) if So(n) < So(n + f(n)), 
< I0 if So(n ) > So(n +f(n)) ,  
k 9 log,, So(n) - -  4 " log,~ n, 
So(n) -- So(n + f(n)) + k . log,, So(n + f(n)) >/4  "1ogre n 
for all sufficiently large n if So(n +f (n ) ) - -So(n) ,  log n ~ O(log So(n)); so 
L~ ~ NSPACE(S o , m, d) if So(n + f(n)) -- So(n), log n ~ O(log So(n)). Therefore, we 
can take L :=- L1 if So(2n ) - -  So(n ) ~ O(log So(n)) , L = L z otherwise. | 
Proof of Theorem U-4-D. Similar to the proof of Theorem U-4-N. | 
6. MULTIHEAD ~;INITE AUTOMATA 
Two-way multihead finite automata [16] can be described as off-line TM acceptors 
that do not use their worktapes but that may have several two-way read-only input heads. 
We assume the input heads cannot detect each other, but our results do not actually 
depend on that convention. Let NHEADS(k)  (DHEADS(h), respectively) denote the class 
of languages over {0, 1} accepted by nondeterrninistic (deterministic, respectively) 
two-way finite automata with k heads. I t  is known that DHEADS(k) C DHEADS(k + 2) 
[t6] and that DHEADS(k + 5) - -  DHEADS(k)  contains a language over {1} [I, 5] for 
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each k. Ibarra [161 has shown also that NHEADS(k)  C NHEADS(k  + 2) for each k / f  
C for each k there is some k' > k such that NHEADS(k)  ~= NHEADS(k  ). An appropriate 
containment result relating multiple input heads to logarithmic space does enable us to 
establish such a separation and to get improved separation with respect to unary languages 
as well. The containment result is a refinement of one that appears in [91. 
PROPOSITION 6. 
NHEADS(k)  _C NSPACE(log2n, 2 ~, 1) C NHEADS(k  q- 3), 
DHEADS(k) _C DSPACE(log2n , 2 g, 1) C DHEADS(k + 3). 
Proof. Let M be a two-way finite automaton with k heads. A (21~, 1)-machine M '  can 
simulate M by behaving like a "k-track" (2, 1)-machine, using the respective tracks of 
its worktape to hold the binary representations of the positions of the k heads of 3//. 
Clearly, M' is deterministic if M is. 
kl 
log 2 n 
bin(position of head 1) 
bin(position of head k) 
workta )e head 
(at rest) 
b lanks . . .  
For the right-hand containments, we employ a technique suggested by Sudborough 
[26, 27]. By Propositions 2, 1, 
NSPACE(log~n, 2 e, 1) = NSPACE(k - ([logan] --  1), 2, 1), 
DSPACE(Iog~n, 2 ~, 1) -- DSPACE(k 9 ([log~n] - -  1), 2, 1). 
Let M '  be a (2, 1)-machine that accepts within space k " ([log2nj - -  1). Conceptually 
parse the worktape space available to M '  into k pages, each of length [log2n ] - -  1. Together 
with the one worktape head, the page boundaries parse the worktape into at most k + 1 
segments. To simulate M', a two-way finite automaton M can encode each of these 
segments as an input head position, the segment being obtained by removing the high- 
order bit 1 from the binary representation of the input head position. (Note that this 
requires only head positions up to the position 2Ll~ nj - -  1 ~ n -- 1 having binary 
representation 1 kl~ Initially, each of the k blank full-page segments must be encoded 
by an input head at the position 2klogz nj-1 having binary representation 10Ll~ n j-1. This 
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position can be found by doubling until the doubling after next would exceed n. The 
end of each segment which is closer to the worktape head of M'  should always correspond 
to the low-order bit in the binary representation f the encoding input head's position. 
Then for M to simulate reading, writing, and shifting by the worktape head of M', it 
will suffice to be able to multiply and divide head positions by 2, detecting remainders. 
For this, one additional input head suffices. Together with the head it uses to simulate 
the one input head of M', therefore, M can get by with k q- 3 heads. Clearly, M is 
deterministic if M' is. | 
THEOREM. For each k, 
The set differences 
contain languages over {1}. 
NHEADS(k) C NHEADS(k q- 2), 
DHEADS(k) C DHEADS(k + 2). 
NHEADS(k + 4) -- NHEADS(k), 
DHEADS(k + 4) -- DHEADS(k) 
Proof. By [16], NHEADS(k) C NHEADS(k + 2) will follow from NHEADS(k) C 
NHEADS(k + 4). DHEADS(k) CDHEADS(k  q-2) holds by [16]. The nonregtflar 
unary language {l 2; I j ~ N} belongs to both NHEADS(2) -  NHEADS(1) and 
DHEADS(2) -- DHEADS(1), so assume k ~ 2. By Theorem U-4-N (since k 9 log2n is 
fully constructable by a 2-machine), there is a language L C (1}* which satisfies 
(1) L ~ NSPACE(k 9 Iogzn, 2) -= NSPACE(log2n, 2 k) 
C NSPACE(log2n , 2k+ 1, 1) 
C NHEADS(k + 4), 
(2) L ~ NSPACE(k 9 log2n , 2, 1) = NSPACE(log2n, 2 ~, 1) 
_D NHEADS(k). 
Similarly, there is a language L _C {1}* in DHEADS(h q- 4) -- DHEADS(k). | 
7. OPEN QUESTIONS 
Our most general open questions, of course, concern ecessary and sufficient conditions 
for containment and separation among the NSPACE(S, m, •), DSPACE(S, m, d) 
complexity classes. 
1. For containment we ask how close the truth comes to the "ideal" results that 
the condition 
17,tS• (n) 2 9 S.,(n) G c O(m s~(n)" Sl(n)r 
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implies 
NSPACE(S2  , 'n2 , 4 )  C NSPACE(S~, ml, [1), 
DSPACE(S2, m2, ~a) _C DSPACE(S1, ma, E~), 
NSPACE(S2, m2, to2) _C DSPACE(S, ,  ma, d~). 
The latter would yield NSPACE(S, m, d) = DSPACE(S, m, d), so it seems extremely 
likely that the truth stops somewhat short of that statement. 
2. For separation we ask how close the truth comes to the converses of the above 
"ideal" results. "Gap" theorems [2, 3, 28] indicate that honesty restrictions on the space 
bounds are necessa W. 
3. Proposition 6 illustrates a relationship between additional input heads and 
additional space log n. If we consider a model that has k read-only heads on its input tape, 
then the questions above could be rephrased in terms of quantities of.the form 
mSr . S(n)e . n ~ 
rather than just 
mSC~ " S (ny .  
4. For each So, too, Eo, is there a language L such that 
NSPACE(So, mo, fo) -- NSPACE(S, m, d) ~ 
L e NSPACE(So, m0, Eo) -- NSPACE(S, m, d) ? 
The following specific instances of questions 1, 2, 3 are just beyond the frontier of our 
knowledge: 
5. DSPACE(n, 2, 1) ---- DSPACE(n/log~3, 3, l)? 
6. DSPACE(n, 2, 1) = DSPACE(n -- log=n, 2, 2) ? 
7. NSPACE(Iog n) _C DSPACE((Iog n)~/log*n) ?
8. NSPACE(S, m, to) = DSPACE(S, m, t ~ ? 
9. DSPACE(log n) C_ NSPACE(( log2n)/2 , 2) ? 
(By Theorem 1, DSPACE(Iog n) ~ NSPACE(( log2n)/3 , 2).) 
I0. DSPACE((log n) (log*n)) _C NSPACE(Iog n) ? 
11. NSPACE(22~) C NSPACE(22"+l/log * n) ? 
12. NSPACE(( Iog*n)  '~, 2) C NSPACE(( log*n)")  ? 
13. DSPACE(log~n, 2, I) C DHEADS(3) ? 
t4. DHEADS(k) C DHEADS(k + 1) ? 
I5. DHEADS(k + 1) ~NHEADS(k)  ? 
(For the particular case k = 2, we suspect hat {I '~ ] k ~ N,  n ~- 2 2~} E DHEADS(3) -- 
NI-IEADS(2), but the suspicion does not generalize.) 
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16. DSPACE(2 ~, m) C DSPACE(2 ~*, m q- 1) ? 
17. DSPACE(n(log~ n)(log*n), 2, 1) C DSPACE(n(log2n)(log*n), 2)? 
18. DSPACE(n (log2n)/log*n, 2, l) C DSPACE(n, 2, 1) ? 
19. Which of the following contain languages over a one-letter alphabet: 
NSPACE(22"+1) --  NSPACE(2~"), 
NSPACE(2 ~) -- NSPACE(2 '~, 2), 
DSPACE(log n) --  NSPACE((log2n)/3, 2), 
DSPACE(n - tog~n, 2) --  DSPACE(n - log2n, 2, 1), 
DSPACE((log2n) 2,2) -- DSPACE((log~n) 2,2, 1), 
DHEADS(k + 2) -- DHEADS(k) ? 
Finally, we list a few miscellaneous open questions. 
20. Even if L ~ NSPACE(S2) --  NSPACE(S1) , there may be an off-line TM that 
accepts infinitely many strings x EL within space $1( [ x [). When can we find an infinite 
language L c NSPACE(So) such that every off-line TM that accepts L requires more than 
space $1( ] x [) on strings x eL  of all but finitely many lengths or on all but finitely many 
strings x ~ L ? 
21. Is there some conceptually simple language in [ . ){NHEADS(k)]k ~ 1} or 
0 {DHEADS(k) ] k ~ 1} which is not in NHEADS(k) or DHEADS(k) for any small k 
(say h = 3) ? If, for X a matrix of strings over {0, 1}, we define 
r(X) = row-wise concatenation of X, 
c(X) = column-wise concatenation of X, 
then what are the complexities of the following languages: 
{r(X) c(X) [ X is a k • 2 matrix}, 
{r(X) c(X) ] X is a k • 2 matrix for some k}, 
{r(X) c(X) [ X is a k • k matrix}, 
{r(X) c(X) I X is a k • k matrix for some k} ? 
APPENDIX h THE EFFECTS OF SOME COMMON MACHINE MODEL DESIGN VARIATIONS 
t. Suppose that we redefine our (m, f)-machine model so that its worktape heads 
cannot detect each other. I f  the resulting complexity classes are NSPACE'(S,  m, E), 
DSPACE'(S, m, fl), then we have 
NSPACE'(S,  m, E) = NSPACE(S, m, E), 
DSPACE'(S, m, t') = DSPACE(S, m, E). 
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To see that detectability is no real advantage, it suffices to observe that detection can be 
simulated by the redesigned model. The trick is to make a temporary change under each 
worktape head in turn, letting each head discover which other heads' temporary changes 
take place on the square it scans. 
2. Suppose we redesign our (m, d)-machine model so that it cannot detect he left 
end of its worktape but instead halts without accepting if it shifts past that end. If  the 
resulting complexity classes are NSPACE'(S, m, g), DSPACE'(S, m, d), then we have 
NSPACE'(S, m, f) _C NSPACE(S, m, ~) C_ NSPACE'(S, m, g q- 1), 
DSPACE'(S, m, {) C DSPACE(S, m, g) _C DSPACE'(S, m, d-}- 1). 
Our model simulates the redesigned one simply by halting when it detects that the 
transition rules would lead to a shift off the end of the worktape. The redesigned model 
simulates ours by permanently stationing an extra worktape head at the leftmost worktape 
square. Detection of that square can then be effected by the trick of comment 1 above. 
3. Suppose we redesign our (ra, #)-machine model so that its worktape is infinite 
in both directions. If  the resulting complexity classes are NSPACE'(S, m, {), DSPACE' 
(S, m, f), then we have 
NSPACE'(S, m, el) C NSPACE(S, m, # + 1) _C NSPACE'(S, m, [ + 2), 
DSPACE'(S, m, d)_C DSPACE(S, m, f-}- l)_C_C DSPACE'(S, m, ~ + 2). 
To simulate the redesigned model, our model must be able to provide new worktape 
squares for shifts past the left end of the worktape. It suffices to shift all the work to the 
right (making temporary use of the worktape head that needs the new tape square), 
and this is made possible by using an extra worktape head to mark the rightmost worktape 
square that has been visited. (Nothing to the right of this head need be shifted because it
is all blank anyway.) The redesigned model simulates ours by permanently stationing 
an extra worktape head at the initial worktape square and treating that square as the left 
end of the worktape. 
In the nondeterministic case we actually have 
NSPACE'(S, m, f)  C NSPACE(S, m, f )  
because our model can nondeterministically guess where to start its simulation so that 
no shift past the left end of its own worktape is called for. 
4. Suppose that we redefine acceptance by our (m, #)-machine model so that a 
blank tape is not necessary. If the resulting complexity classes are NSPACE'(S, m, ~), 
DSPACE'(S, m, ~), then we have 
NSPACE'(S, m, d)C NSPACE(S, m, dq- 1)C NSPACE'(S, m, g+ 2), 
DSPACE'(S, m, d)_C DSPACE(S, m, d + 1) C DSPACE'(S, m, d + 2). 
Our model simulates the redesigned one simply by erasing its worktape when the transition 
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rules call for acceptance. This is made possible by using an extra worktape head to mark 
the rightmost worktape square that has been visited. (Nothing to the right of this head 
need be erased because it is all blank anyway.) The redesigned model simulates ours by 
checking whether its worktape is blank before entering the accepting state. This is made 
possible by again using an extra worktape head to mark the rightmost worktape square 
that has been visited. 
In the nondeterministic case we actually have 
NSPACE'(S, m, f) C_ NSPACE(S, m, ,/) 
because our model can nondeterministically guess where to start erasing in preparation 
for acceptance. 
5. Suppose we redesign our (m, E)-machine model so that it has k worktapes. If the 
resulting complexity classes (obtained by counting the total number of visited worktape 
squares, the total alphabet size, and the total number of worktape heads) are NSPACE' 
(S, m, E), DSPACE'(S, m, d), then we have 
NSPACE'(S, m, f) C NSPACE(S, m, E + k) C NSPACE'(S, m, { + k), 
DSPACE'(S, m, E) C DSPACE(S, m, E + k)*C DSPACE'(S, m, t ~ + k). 
Our model simulates the redesigned one by storing the concatenation of the visited 
portions of the k tapes on its one tape. The k extra heads h 1 ,..., hk are used to delimit 
these k segments. New worktape squares are provided where needed by shifting work 
right, much as in comment 3 above. 
[ tape lwork  tape 2 work I --- tape k work [ blanks. . .  
T I l I 
hi he hk-1 hk 
The simulation of our model by the redesigned one is trivial. 
6. Suppose that we redefine our (m, ,r)-machine model so that the blank symbol 
is reserved for worktape squares that have not yet been visited. If the resulting complexity 
classes (obtained by counting only nonblank worktape symbols now) are NSPACE' 
(S, m, f), DSPACE'(S, m, f), then we have 
NSPACE'(S, m, t') _C NSPACE(S, m, E + 1) _C NSPACE'(S, m + 1, f + 1), 
DSPACE'(S, m, E) _C DSPACE(S, m, f + 1) _C DSPACE'(S, m + 1, f + 1). 
Our model simulates the redesigned one by using its blank symbol for one of the ordinary 
symbols of the new model. An extra worktape head is used to mark the rightmost worktape 
square that has been visited, beyond which the blank represents he true blank symbol 
of the simulated machine. The redesigned model simulates ours by using an extra 
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unrestricted symbol along with its restricted blank symbol to represent the unrestricted 
blank of our model. 
The relations among design decisions revealed by considerations such as those above 
provide a convenient way of converting the results of this paper to good results for a 
number of redesigned machine models. Slightly better results may be obtained by con- 
verting the original proofs, however, making better use of nondeterminism (eL comments 
3, 4 above) or of worktape heads not yet fully utilized, for example. 
APPENDIX II: BAsic SEPARATION RESULTS FROM [23] 
TIaEOREM 1. Assume S o is fully constructable by an (m, ff)-machine. There is a language 
L __C {0, 1}* which satisfies 
(1) i ~ DSPACE(S 0 , m, d-k 1), 
(2) L 6 DSPACE(S, m, d --  1) i f  
min{So(n ) --  S(n), log,,,n -- d- log,,,log.dz -- S(n)} r O(1), 
(3) L 6 NSPACE(S, m, d) if 
min{So(n ) -- 2" S(n), logmn --  d 9 log,,logmn --  2" S(n)} r O(l). 
THEOREM 2. Assume S o is fully constructable by an (m, d + 1)-machine. There is a 
language L C_ {0, 1}* which satisfies 
(1) L e DSPACE(S o , m, d + 2), 
(2) L r DSPACE(S, m, d) i f  
So(n ) --  2" S(n) - -  d.  log,~S(n) -- logan • O(1). 
THEOREI~r 3. Assume S o is fully constructable by an (m, d + 1)-machine. There is a 
language L C_ {1}* which satisfies 
(1) L ~ DSPACE(S o , m, d + 2), 
(2) L r DSPACE(S, m, d) i f  
1 e o (So(n  ) - -  2"  S (n )  - -  d"  l og~S(n)  - -  logmn). 
TrlEOREIVI 4. Let f(n) ~ n be any linear space honest function with 1 e o(f(n)). Assume 
S O is fully constructable by an (m, d + 2)-machine. There is a language L C {1}* which 
satisfies 
(1) L e DSPACE(S o , m, d + 3), 
(2) L 6 DSPACE(S, m, d) i f  S is fully constructable by an (m, d)-machine and 
So(n ) - f(So(n)) --  2-  S(n) -- (d + 1)" log,,S(n) -- logmn 60( l ) .  
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THEOREM 5. Let f (n)  ~ n be any linear space honest function with 1 e o(f(n)). Assume 
S O is fully construetable by an (m, 2f  + 3)-machine. There is a language L C {1}* which 
satisfies 
(1) 
(2) 
L ~ DSPACE(SO, m, 2{ + 4), 
L 6 DSPACE(S, m, d) i f  S is fully constructable by an (m, d)-machine and 
So(n) -- f(so(n)) -- 4" S(n) - -  (2d -]- 2)" logmS(n) ~ O(1). 
THEOREM 6. Assume S o is fully constructable by an (m, d)-machine. There is a language 
L C {0, 1}* which satisfies 
(1) L c NSPACE(SO, m, {-{- 1), 
(2) L q~ NSPACES(S, m, ~) if  
and 
S(n) >/logmn -- (d-- 1) 9 logmlog~n 
1 ~ o(so(n) - S(n  + 1)). 
COROLLARY 6.1. Assume S O is fully constructable by an (m, ~)-machine. There is a 
language L C_ {0, 1}* which satisfies 
(1) LeNSPACE(SO,  m, d+ 3), 
(2) L r NSPACE(S, m, f + 2) if 
1 eo(so(n) - -S (n+ 1)). 
THEOREM 7. Let f(n) ~ O(n)-O(1) be nondecreasing and linear space honest. Assume S O 
with log n e o(So(n)) is fully eonstructable by an (m, f + 1)-machine. There is a language 
L _C {1}* which satisfies 
(1) L ~NSPACE(SO, m, {+ 3), 
(2) L r NSPACE(S, m, E) if 
So(n ) - -  S(n + f(n))  >/4 9 logmn. 
Furthermore, the condition log n e o(so(n)) can be relaxed to So(n ) >~ e I 9 logo n for some 
constant cs which depends only on f. 
THEOREM 8. Assume So with 1 c o(so(n) -- logzn) is fully constructable by an (m, f)- 
machine, { >/2. There is a language L C {1}* which satisfies 
(1) L E NSPACE(So, m, d + 1), 
(2) L ~ NSPACE(S, m, f) i f  
1Eo(So(n)- -S(2n)) .  
571/,4/I-9 
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Refer to the respective determinist ic  versions of Theorem 6, Corol lary 6.1, Theorem 7, 
and  Theorem 8 as Theorem 6D, Corol lary 6.1D, Theorem 7D, and  Theorem 8D. 
We do not  state these results, but  each is obta ined f rom the nondetermin is t ic  vers ion by  
replacing each occurrence of "NSPACE"  by "DSPACE."  
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